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A B S T R A C T

A new high-precision detector for studying neutrons from beta-delayed neutron emission and direct reaction
studies is proposed. The Neutron dEtector with multi-neutron (denoted Xn) Tracking (NEXT) array is designed
to maintain high intrinsic neutron detection efficiency while reducing uncertainties in neutron energy
measurements. A single NEXT module is composed of thin segments of plastic scintillator, each optically
separated, capable of neutron-gamma discrimination. Each segmented module is coupled to position sensitive
photodetectors enabling the high-precision determination of neutron time of arrival and interaction position
within the active volume. A design study has been conducted based on simulations and experimental tests
leading to the construction of prototype units. First results from measurements using a 252Cf neutron source
and accelerator-produced monoenergetic neutrons are presented.

1. Introduction

The new generation of radioactive ion-beam facilities will enable
access to very neutron rich nuclei, approaching, and even reaching
the neutron drip-line in certain cases [1]. Far from stability, neutron
separation energies decrease as beta-decay endpoint energies become
large, increasing the likelihood of beta-delayed neutron emission. In
these regions, neutron spectroscopy becomes essential to obtain impor-
tant information about the nuclear structure of these nuclei [2–4]. The
Neutron dEtector with multi-neutron (denoted Xn) Tracking (NEXT)
array has been developed to observe beta-delayed neutron emitters
with improved precision. These improvements will also be applicable
to proton transfer reactions which probe discrete states of exotic nuclei.

NEXT has also been designed to incorporate neutron-gamma (n-𝛾)
discrimination to improve background rejection. Prevalent gamma-
ray backgrounds common in decay and reaction measurements can
be reduced significantly in neutron spectra, further improving neu-
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tron energy determinations [5]. Proof-of-principle tests for the NEXT
design will be described along with results from the first neutron
measurements.

2. Detector design

A neutron time-of-flight (ToF) detector determines neutron kinetic
energies, 𝐸, by measuring the time difference, 𝑇 , between a START
signal (associated with the initial emission of a neutron) and a STOP
signal (detection of emitted neutron) over some fixed distance, 𝐿. In
such a configuration, a simple calculation for the energy resolution,
𝛥𝐸, as a function of detector limitations is given by the following
expression [6]:
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Fig. 1. (a) Energy resolution of varying prototype tile thicknesses (1–6 mm) as a
function of neutron energy. The black curve represents current energy resolution calcu-
lations as a function of energy for VANDLE (𝐿=100 cm, 𝛥𝐿=3 cm, and 𝛥𝑇=3 ns) [9].
(b) and (c) show figures of merit calculations as a function of tile thickness, 𝐷 = 𝛥𝐿,
and ToF resolution, 𝛥𝑇 , respectively, for 1 MeV neutrons. The colored data points
correspond to different flight-path lengths. In (b), 𝛥𝑇 has been fixed at 500 ps and
in (c), 𝐷 has been fixed at 6 mm. The orange vertical line in (b) and (c) are the
expected detector performance with current proposed design specifications (𝛥𝐿=6 mm
and 𝛥𝑇=500 ps). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

in which 𝛥𝑇 is the uncertainty in the time-of-flight, 𝑇 , of the neutron
and 𝛥𝐿 is the uncertainty in neutron flight-path length, 𝐿. Therefore,
the energy resolution is directly related to the timing resolution of
the detection system and the precision in the measurement of the
path length. The latter is mainly due to the uncertainty in the deter-
mination of the neutron interaction point within the detector. Thick
detectors maintain good neutron detection efficiency at the expense
of position resolution. Typical thicknesses for plastic-scintillator-based
neutron ToF detectors are about 2–3 cm, which is a good trade-off
between position resolution and efficiency [7–9]. Detailed simulations
will be presented in Section 3 to show how detector thickness and
photon propagation affect ToF resolution.

2.1. Detector requirements

The design of a NEXT module is dictated by the necessity to obtain
the highest possible precision in measurements of position and tim-
ing of the neutron consistent with the capabilities of the constituent
scintillator material and sensors. The optimal, realistic segmentation

Fig. 2. Schematic showing a potential segmentation configuration for a single NEXT
module. (a) A top-down view of the detector segmentation along the thickness of the
detector. (b) Side view of a prototype showing the individual segments within the
detector, each optically separated from one another, along a neutron’s flight path.
Vertically aligned segments in (b) are designated as columns and horizontally aligned
segments are designated as rows.

must warrant sufficiently good light collection in order to retain tim-
ing and n-𝛾 discrimination capabilities. Fig. 1 shows the calculated
dependencies of the neutron energy resolution on the thickness and
timing resolution using Eq. (1) for a 100 cm neutron flight path. As a
comparison to a state-of-the-art neutron ToF detector, the black curve
in Fig. 1(a) represents typical VANDLE capabilities [9] and shows that
the uncertainty in the neutron path distance is the main limitation in
the energy resolution of this detector, especially at neutron energies
above 2 MeV. Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) show the expected figure of merit
(

𝐹𝑜𝑀 = 𝛥𝐸𝑉 𝐴𝑁𝐷𝐿𝐸
𝛥𝐸

)

as a function of position resolution (𝐷) and timing
resolution (𝛥𝑇 ), respectively, for 1 MeV neutrons. The colored data
points represent different neutron path lengths, 𝐿, with the orange
vertical lines in each plot corresponding to NEXT design goals.

In a ToF setup with a given 𝛥𝐿
𝐿 , the

𝛥𝑇
𝑇 should be commensurate,

i.e., for a particular timing resolution 𝛥𝑇 and flight path length 𝐿, there
is a minimal segment thickness 𝛥𝐿 beyond which the timing resolution
dominates the overall energy resolution. Detectors with 𝛥𝑇=1 ns ToF
resolution at distances 𝐿=50–100 cm from the decay or reaction should
be no more than 10 mm thick. Thin detectors (3–6 mm) will have a
smaller contribution to the overall uncertainty from the determination
of the interaction position, amounting to a larger contribution from
the ToF resolution. The quality of neutron energy spectra calculated
from ToF measurements can be further improved if neutrons are dis-
criminated from gamma rays. Scattered gamma rays present during an
experiment can cause significant background in the neutron time-of-
flight spectrum. There are several commercially available solid-state
scintillators which can provide strong n-𝛾 discrimination and timing,
such as stilbene, anthracene, and para-terphenyl. Due to the limited
ability of machining these scintillators into large segmented arrays,
these are presently not preferable or economically feasible as a material
for the proposed detector. When a viable n-𝛾 discriminating plastic scin-
tillator, Eljen 299 (EJ-299) [10], was first developed [11], the material
was not hard enough to facilitate machining and had to be cast directly
into the final detector geometry. However, recent improvements to
the EJ-299 polymer matrix increased physical stability and pulse-shape
discrimination (PSD) capabilities [12]. This new plastic scintillator,
Eljen 276 (EJ-276) [10], has n-𝛾 discrimination capabilities comparable
to liquid scintillators and is now firm enough for machining of segments
with appropriate thickness and geometry to construct a high-resolution
neutron time-of-flight detector.
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Fig. 3. (a) Visualization of a 1 MeV neutron event in NEXTsim for two aluminized
Mylar-covered geometries considered for a NEXT layer with single photosensors on
either end. Green lines correspond to optical photons produced in the scintillation.
(b) The light collection efficiency for the two geometries when observing 1 MeV
neutrons. The detector in the octagonal geometry observes, on average, 68% of all
photons produced in these events compared to 50% in the rectangular geometry. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)

2.2. Detector concept

The NEXT array is based on multi-layered modules of PSD plastic
scintillator with position sensitive photodetectors on both ends of a
single module. Each detector consists of eight ∼6 mm-thick layers, with
an approximate effective thickness of 4.8 cm. These dimensions were
driven, among other factors, by the availability of small form factor
photosensors and will be substantiated later in Sections 5 and 6. Fig. 2
shows a possible multi-layered module configuration, with segmenta-
tion along the horizontal and vertical directions, wherein the vertically
aligned segments with respect to the incoming particle are denoted
as columns or layers and the horizontally aligned segments along the
incoming particle trajectory are rows. The best timing and position
resolution are achieved by orienting the higher segmentation along the
direction of incident particles. The photosensors considered are either
an array of silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) or flat panel multi-anode
photomultiplier tubes (MAPMTs). To reduce the number of acquisition
channels, an Anger Logic readout will be used in conjunction with
the photosensors [13]. Analysis of the position-sensitive Anger Logic
response from detected scintillation light will determine the specific
layer in which the neutron scattered, reducing the uncertainty in the
neutron flight-path length, 𝛥𝐿.

3. NEXT simulations

In order to investigate the light collection efficiency as well as
the timing capabilities of the different layer geometries, NEXTsim, a

Fig. 4. Distributions of the times-of-flight for a pencil beam of 1 MeV neutrons
impinging onto scintillator bars of varying thickness at a distance of 1 m. ToF was
calculated as the neutron’s first scattering time in the scintillator.

Geant4-based code was developed [14,15]. The NEXTsim code uses
Geant4 version 10.1 Patch 3 and outputs to Root [16] files for further
analysis. The software simulates the interaction of neutrons, gammas,
and charged particles in the matter they traverse. The physics model
(referred to as Physics List in the Geant4 context) employed is the
recommended QGS_BERT_HP, which includes the standard electromag-
netic and high-precision models for neutron scattering, elastic and
inelastic, as well as capture and fission. This model is based on the
G4NDL evaluated neutron data library [17].

Neutron-induced scintillation is simulated using the associated light
response from energy deposited in the scintillator by a scattered neu-
tron. This relationship for organic scintillators is detailed in Ref. [18]
and has been scaled appropriately to the light output and scintillation
efficiency for EJ-276. The G4OpticalPhysicsList is included to treat the
transport of each photon until it escapes the active volume, is absorbed,
or is detected. For each event, the position and timing information for
each neutron scatter within the detector volume is recorded along with
relevant photon information, such as the minimum and average photon
arrival time along with the position information of all detected photons
at the photosensor surface.

Different geometries and wrappings considered for NEXT modules
displayed in Fig. 3(a) can be generated, e.g., rectangular bars and
elongated octagonal bars (bars in which the corners were cut at an
angle to reflect scintillation light towards the photosensors). The ends
of each scintillator segment are coupled to photosensitive surfaces
with a thin layer of optical grease. Any of the available geometries,
scintillator, and wrapping materials can be chosen via macro-driven
commands.

3.1. Simulation of light collection efficiency

The different 6 mm-thick geometries originally considered for single
NEXT layers shown in Fig. 3(a) were studied using NEXTsim in order to
determine the light collection efficiency when wrapped in aluminized
Mylar and coupled to two photosensors, one on each end. Fig. 3(b)
shows the results of the light collection efficiency, calculated as the
ratio between the number of detected and produced photons, as a
function of the energy deposited in the scintillator from 1 MeV neutrons
in a pencil beam incident on the center of the detector. In this case,
the photosensors are considered ideal meaning every photon hitting
the sensitive surface will be detected. The average efficiency of the
rectangular geometry is 50%. The average efficiency of the octagonal
geometry is higher and reaches 68% due to the directional scattering of
scintillation light towards the photosensors. Octagonal geometries were
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Fig. 5. Distributions of the times-of-flight for a pencil beam of 1 MeV neutrons
scattering in scintillator plates 1 m away. The PolyCFD analysis [19] was applied to
both photosensor responses for each event to calculate high-resolution times in order to
compute the neutron flight times. Normalized ToF distributions are shown for 10 cm
long plates with geometric cross-sections of 1 × 6 mm2 (blue), 3 × 6 mm2 (red),
6 × 6 mm2 (green), and 12 × 6 mm2 (black). (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

originally considered for one dimensional layer readouts but further
tests were not conducted after it was decided that NEXT must have
two dimensional segmentation to maintain adequate timing resolution.

3.2. Simulation of photosensor response

The photosensor response to the detected scintillation light was also
added to the simulations for better comparisons to experimental timing
tests. A Single Photo-Electron (SPE) response function, specific to each
photosensor, is folded with the optical-photon arrival-time distribution
to obtain realistic photomultiplier signals. The SPE response functions
for SiPMs and PMTs were taken from [20]. The total response is the
sum of the SPEs of each photon detected by the photosensor weighted
by the product of the anode gain and quantum efficiency. The resultant
light-response pulse is given a baseline offset and electrical noise, and is
then ‘‘digitized’’ by placing it into discrete bins on the 𝑦-axis (e.g., from
0 to 65535 to represent a 16 bit digitizer) and discrete time bins on
the 𝑥-axis (e.g., 4 ns for a 250 MSPS system). The digitized pulses are
then integrated to obtain the representative light yield of the event
and are processed with a polynomial constant fraction discrimination
(PolyCFD) algorithm [19] as discussed later in Section 4.2. The Poly-
CFD algorithm computes a time for each pulse which represents the
time-of-flight of the incident neutron aggregated from all collected
photons.

3.3. Simulation of time-of-flight resolution of the detector

Simulations of 1 MeV neutrons impinging onto 10 cm-long plastic
scintillator bars were used to establish the timing resolution depen-
dence on detector thickness. Geometrical cross-sections of 1 × 6 mm2,
3 × 6 mm2, and 6 × 6 mm2 were studied with the varying dimension
parallel to the neutron trajectory. The neutron’s first scattering time
was used to directly measure the neutron ToF. This method provides the
most direct information to indicate the timing uncertainty associated
with the thickness of the detector. The ToF distributions can be seen in
Fig. 4 where an increase in the thickness of the scintillator bar results in
a broadening of the ToF resolution. This effect is due to the uncertainty

Fig. 6. Two-dimensional histogram showing 1 MeV neutron multiple scattering be-
tween layers of a NEXT detector. The 𝑥-axis denotes the layer number of the first
neutron interaction and the 𝑦-axis denotes the difference in layer number between the
first and second neutron interaction layer. Forward scattering events (above the two
black lines) comprise about 57% of events while backward scattering events (below
black lines) are about 6.1%. The remaining events (between black lines) are a result
of scattering more than once in the same layer.

in the interaction position along the neutron path within the scintillator
and the non-negligible flight time of the neutron.

To test the timing resolution of a digitized photosensor response
when using bars of different thicknesses, scintillator plates with cross-
sections 1 × 6 mm2, 3 × 6 mm2, 6 × 6 mm2, and 12 × 6 mm2

were modeled and the light output and high-resolution-timing (HRT)
of each plate response is computed as in Section 3.2. The PolyCFD
timing information from the previously simulated events in different
thicknesses was used. The neutron ToF is computed as the average
of PolyCFD HRT for the left and right photosensors. Fig. 5 shows the
normalized ToF distributions for each plate overlaid on one another.
The difference in ToF distributions between Figs. 4 and 5 is due to the
contributions of the photon arrival time distribution accounted for in
Fig. 5. The FWHM ToF resolution for the 1 mm, 3 mm, and 6 mm thick
plates are all within 7% and average to 600 ps. The ToF resolution of the
12 mm plate was 54% larger as compared to the average of the other
plates. When full photon statistics and a complete digitized analysis
are considered, the ToF resolutions of the scintillator segments with
varying thicknesses are dominated by the photon collection and trace
analysis up to ∼6 mm thickness, beyond which the detector geometry
begins to contribute to the ToF resolution. It was also concluded from
simulations that the detection efficiency of a plate scales linearly with
its thickness, i.e. the efficiency of the 6 × 6 mm2 plate is two times
larger than the 3 × 6 mm2 plate. This result means that, in addition
to exhibiting six times greater efficiency, the 6 × 6 mm2 plate exhibits
approximately the same detector time resolution as the 1 × 6 mm2 plate
when coupled to a realistic acquisition system.

Based on the loss of ToF resolution for the 1 mm and 3 mm layers
when using the full photosensor response, seen in Fig. 5, it was decided
that the minimum layer thickness of a prototype using EJ-276 plastic
scintillator should not be less than 6 mm; thinner tiles would not
provide any further benefit to ToF measurements due to the limited
timing resolution of the data acquisition system.

3.4. Study of neutron multiple scattering

If a neutron scatters multiple times within the detector, the neutron
energy may be incorrectly determined. The NEXTsim code was used
to evaluate the probability and effects of multiple scattering events in
the different columns (layers) of the detector. A multi-layer detector
was modeled using 6 × 12.7 × 254 mm3 scintillator cells arranged in a
4 × 8 segmented detector, the same design as shown in Fig. 2. An 8 × 8
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Fig. 7. Differences between reconstructed photon center-of-mass scatter position and
neutron center-of-mass position shown here for 1 (black), 2 (blue), 3 (red), and 4
(green) scatters of 1 MeV neutrons within the detector. The magenta lines represent
the width of a single layer thickness. Events outside the lines would be considered
improperly reconstructed. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

multi-anode photosensor (6 × 6 mm2 anodes), similar to commercially
available designs, was coupled to each end. The simulation tracks the
neutron while it traverses the entire detector. In plastic scintillator, a
neutron can scatter either a proton or carbon nuclei, of which only
a proton scatter produces detectable light. Because there is no way
to determine if a carbon scatter, often referred to as a dark scatter,
occurred in an actual experiment, both types of scatters were included
in simulations to correctly replicate multiple scattering effects seen in
a prototype. Fig. 6 shows first and second scattering layer differences
in the multi-layered detector obtained from the simulation of a 1 MeV
neutron knife beam (uniformly distributed along a vertical line at the
center between the two ends of the detector). Of all the neutrons that
interact within the detector, 69.5% will scatter more than once in
the scintillator. Relative to the first interaction point, the majority of
multiply-scattered neutrons (57%) forward scatter, while only ∼6% of
events scatter backwards.

Neutron multiple scattering will have a large effect on the recon-
structed scintillation position within the detector using a center-of-mass
(CoM) analysis for detected photons. The optical photon CoM (segment
position) is computed by taking the weighted average of the X and
Y positions of all photons detected at the surface of the photosensor.
Each detected photon position is weighted using the product of the
gain of the anode at which it was detected and the quantum efficiency
of the photosensor for a given wavelength. The photon CoM analysis is
analogous to the Anger Logic position algorithm proposed for the NEXT
prototype. Ideally, the reconstructed photon CoM should be within the
same column as the neutron scatter CoM, defined as the average X and
Y interaction position weighted by the imparted energy for each scatter
within the detector. From the same simulated 1 MeV neutron data
analyzed to study the forward and backward scattering, Fig. 7 shows
four separate histograms representing the difference between photon
and neutron CoM positions for events with 1, 2, 3, and 4 neutron
scatters. A single layer thickness is 6 mm, represented by the magenta
lines aligned at ±3 mm in Fig. 7. Events in which the reconstructed
photon and neutron CoM positions are within the same layer comprise
91%, 86%, 86%, and 87% of all events with 1, 2, 3, and 4 neutron
scatters, respectively.

To determine the overall effect of neutron multiple scattering on the
detector performance, 1 MeV neutrons in a knife beam were simulated
along a 75 cm flight path to a detector. The weighted average photon
arrival time for each photosensor was used as a ToF measurement to
calculate the incident neutron energies. In Fig. 8, the black histogram

Fig. 8. Calculated neutron energy distributions for simulated 1 MeV neutrons over
a 75 cm flight path. ToF was calculated using the weighted average photon arrival
time for each photosensor. All simulated events in which a neutron scattered at least
once are shown in the black histogram with relative contributions from single- and
multiple-scattering events shown in the red and blue histograms, respectively. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)

Fig. 9. Example of the PolyCFD algorithm applied to a digitized trace. The blue line
represents the third-order polynomial fit to the maximum. The magenta line shows the
linear interpolation around the CFD threshold level represented by the horizontal green
line. The high-resolution-time (HRT) is determined by the intersection between the
magenta and green lines and is represented by the dashed red line. (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)

represents the calculated neutron energies for all simulated 1 MeV
neutrons which scattered at least once in the detector, with relative
contributions from single- (red) and multiple-scattering (blue) events.
The maxima of the black, red, and blue distributions are 0.992, 0.994,
and 0.990 MeV, respectively. The change in peak location between
singly- and multiply-scattered neutrons shows the relationship between
timing and reconstructed positions for multiple-scattering events is
not as strongly correlated as for single-scattering events and typically
results in lower reconstructed neutron energies.

Simulations of the NEXT prototype have shown that such detectors
should be capable of measuring neutrons with improved energy reso-
lution. The NEXT prototyping process was guided by single-segment
simulations which minimized the effort needed to fully test every
configuration with an experimental setup. Going forward, the NEXTsim
framework will be continually developed to provide first estimates of
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new detector capabilities and simulate complete experiments with more
sophisticated detector arrangements.

4. Detector prototyping

The development phase of the NEXT project investigated single-
segment scintillators of various geometries and different photosensors.
The main goal of these tests was to explore whether the scintillation
light produced by the interaction of neutrons in the plastic would be
sufficient to retain the timing and PSD capabilities under particular
design requirements.

4.1. Detector and data acquisition

Two main types of detector setups were tested to determine the
applicability of different approaches for building a prototype. First,
SiPM timing capabilities were studied using small scintillators attached
to SiPMs. Second, bars of EJ-276 coupled to small, fast-timing PMTs
were tested to determine the feasibility of incorporating PSD plastic.
The same data acquisition system (DAQ) was used to record and
analyze signals for each experimental setup. The signal output from
each photodetector was connected to 16 bit, 250 MHz (4 ns sampling)
Pixie-16 digitizers developed by XIA LLC [21] to digitize and store
traces for later high-resolution-timing analysis. A detailed description
of a similar DAQ setup can be found in [22]. The feasibility of each
detector setup was determined by measuring left–right (axial) timing
resolution and ToF resolution for both configurations.

4.2. High-resolution timing

Neutron time-of-flight as well as the axial position of interaction
along the scintillator can be determined using the time difference
between the signals from photodetectors on either end of the detector.
The internal timestamps of the Pixie-16 digitizers are in 8 ns inter-
vals [23] so a method to determine a more precise timing (sub-ns)
was implemented. The high-resolution time (HRT) of each digitized
pulse was determined by means of a polynomial constant fraction
discrimination (PolyCFD) algorithm [19]. The algorithm computes the
maximum from a polynomial fit around the peak of the digitized pulse
and the CFD threshold, 𝐹 , is set as a fraction of the difference between
the maximum and the baseline. The relative trace phase is equal to the
point where the linear interpolation between the points surrounding
the CFD threshold in the leading edge crosses the threshold. The HRT
for each trace is set as the sum of the trigger-latching timestamp and
the relative trace phase, defined more clearly in Ref. [22]. The optimal
threshold fraction values were obtained for a factor range between
𝐹 = 40 − 45%. A graphical representation of the PolyCFD method can
be seen in Fig. 9.

A 90Sr source was used to measure axial timing resolution by taking
the difference of the left and right photosensor signal times. The 90Sr
source provided a wide range of energy depositions up to ∼2 MeV.
To determine ToF capabilities of the different detector setups, flight
times of 252Cf fission neutrons were measured between START and
STOP detectors. The 252Cf source was placed as close as possible to the
START detector to detect the gamma rays from de-excitation associated
with the neutron emission. A neutron or another gamma ray was later
observed in the STOP detector placed some distance away from the
source. The 252Cf neutron spectrum is very well characterized [24] and
provides a good test of a detector’s ToF capabilities. Images of the SiPM
and EJ-276 setups for the ToF tests can be seen in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b).

5. Timing with SiPMs

Silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) offer a small form factor design
and quantum efficiency uniformity for multi-detector arrays. SiPM left–
right timing resolution and time-of-flight resolution were measured to
ascertain the applicability of SiPMs to small-scale arrays. Two different
SiPM readout circuits were designed to determine the effects of on-
board filtering and amplification. The first one consisted of a simple
low-pass active filter based on the Texas Instruments® OPA656 opera-
tional amplifier recommended by SensL®, the SiPM manufacturer [25].
A 25 Ω feedback resistor was chosen to maintain the fast rise-time of
the SiPM signal while filtering high-frequency noise. The second circuit
did not include on-board amplification. Pairs of identical SiPM signal
readout boards were coupled to opposite ends of a 50 × 6 × 6 mm3

piece of Eljen 200 (EJ-200) plastic scintillator wrapped in white polyte-
trafluoroethylene (PTFE) thread seal tape serving as a diffuse reflector.
For each pair, the signals were gain matched and amplified using an
ORTEC® 535 fast amplifier module.

5.1. SiPM axial timing resolution

Fig. 11 shows the results of the axial timing (defined in Section 4.2)
measurements using the PTFE-wrapped EJ-200 bars and the 90Sr source
with the two SiPM circuits mentioned previously. The top panel (a)
corresponds to the circuit with active on-board amplification and the
bottom panel (b) corresponds to the circuit without on-board am-
plification. The two-dimensional histograms in each figure show the
left–right time difference plotted against the light response in the
plastic scintillator. The insets in each panel of Fig. 11 show projections
on the respective two-dimensional histogram onto the time axis. Timing
resolution, 𝛥𝑡, is calculated as the full width-half maximum (FWMH) of
Gaussian fits to time difference distributions (𝛥𝑡 = 2.35 × 𝜎𝑡). The left–
right timing resolutions obtained for the filtered/amplified board and
the non-amplified board are 𝛥𝑡 = 489 ps and 𝛥𝑡 = 548 ps, respectively.
Once the axial-timing capabilities of a SiPM-based detector were vali-
dated, a small ToF setup was made to test SiPM’s applicability to such
a configuration.

5.2. Time-of-flight with SiPMs

As a proof-of-principle, a small scale ToF configuration was imple-
mented to measure neutron flight times from a 252Cf source. The setup
consisted of a 20 × 6 × 6 mm3 piece of EJ-200 plastic scintillator
attached to 6 × 6 mm2 SensL® SiPMs used as a START detector
and a 50 × 6 × 6 mm3 EJ-200 bar attached to identical SensL®
SiPMs used as the STOP detector, placed 29 cm apart. An image of
SiPM ToF setup can be seen in Fig. 10(a). Both bars of EJ-200 were
wrapped with PTFE tape. The same acquisition and HRT methods from
the axial timing resolution tests were used. A ToF vs. light response
distribution can be seen in Fig. 12, the inset showing a 1-D projec-
tion on the ToF axis. The ToF data shown in Fig. 12 have not been
corrected for inherent timestamp differences between the START and
STOP detectors due to the configuration of the specialized triggering
firmware, causing the gamma-ray peak to be centered around 159 ns.
Time-of-flight resolution is defined similar to axial timing resolution,
𝛥𝑇 𝑜𝐹 = 2.35 × 𝜎𝑇 𝑜𝐹 . From a Gaussian fit to the gamma-ray peak
in Fig. 12 inset, 𝛥𝑇 𝑜𝐹 = 518 ps for the SiPM setup.

The small-scale SiPM timing tests establish SiPMs as viable detectors
for small-scale ToF arrays. Testing will continue to determine the
scalability of SiPMs to a large, multi-detector resistive-readout system.
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Fig. 10. Two experimental setups for ToF tests using SiPM detectors (a) and EJ-276 scintillator (b). In each setup, a 252Cf source was placed next to the START detectors in the
right side of the figures. The detectors to the left in the figures were the STOP detectors used to measure ToF for neutrons and gamma rays.

6. Eljen 276 detector tests

Timing performance of 127×12.7×6 mm3 EJ-276 bars was measured
using fast, compact Hamamatsu R11265U PMTs [26]. The 6 mm thick
bars of EJ-276 were machined from 0.5 × 11 × 12 in3 sheets by Agile
Technologies, Inc. [27] and the sides of each bar were covered with
either 3M™ ESR (Enhanced Specular Reflector) [28] or Lumirror™ (pro-
duced by Toray) [29]. ESR is a specular reflector with 98% reflectivity
in the visible spectrum and Lumirror™ is a diffuse reflector (reflective
properties similar to PTFE tape). Both reflective layers were applied
to separate EJ-276 bars using a UV-cured optical adhesive. The pre-
covered bars were also wrapped in PTFE tape to prevent light leakage
at the edges. Bare bars were also provided to check the effect of the
reflective layers and optical adhesive.

6.1. Timing tests with PMTs

Fig. 13 shows the two-dimensional histogram of the axial time
difference plotted against the light response in the ESR-covered EJ-
276 scintillator. The inset plot in Fig. 13 shows the 𝑦-axis projection
of the axial time difference fit with a Gaussian distribution, yielding
𝛥𝑡 = 543 ps. The Lumirror™ covered detector was not tested for timing
due to the poor n-𝛾 discrimination that is detailed in Section 6.2. A

ToF setup similar to the SiPM test (Section 5.2) was made to measure
the ToF resolution for a single 127 mm long bar of EJ-276 plastic
scintillator covered with ESR. An image of the ToF setup can be
seen in Fig. 10(b). The 252Cf ToF spectrum was measured using a
50 × 6 × 6 mm3 PTFE-wrapped EJ-200 bar attached to amplified
SiPMs as the START detector and the EJ-276 bar coupled to PMTs
as the STOP detector (oriented with the 6 mm thickness along the
direction of the incident neutrons). The ToF vs. light response results
are shown in Fig. 14. The inset plot shows a Gaussian fit to the gamma-
ray peak. As in Section 5.2, the ToF data shown in Fig. 14 have not been
corrected for inherent timestamp differences between the START and
STOP detectors. The resolution was determined to be 𝛥𝑇 𝑜𝐹 = 538 ps
from the Gaussian fit when a 50 keVee threshold was applied.

6.2. Neutron-gamma discrimination

EJ-276 evolved from the first-generation plastic scintillator with
n-𝛾 discrimination capabilities, EJ-299. The n-𝛾 response mechanism
for EJ-276 is accurately described in Ref. [12]. The two pre-covered
EJ-276 bars from Agile Technologies, Inc. (ESR and Lumirror™) and
a third EJ-276 bar wrapped with PTFE tape were tested to measure
the effect of different surface reflectors on the quality of the PSD.
The PTFE-wrapped bar was included only to determine the effect of

7
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Fig. 11. Two-dimensional histograms of the axial (left–right) time difference versus
the light response in a EJ-200 plastic scintillator from a 90Sr source, measured with
on-board amplification (a) and without (b). The insets in each figure are time axis
projections with Gaussian fits used to extract the FWHM timing resolution.

the UV-cured optical adhesive by comparison to Lumirror™ covered
bars; this wrapping cannot be used in the construction of a multi-
segmented module. Differences between ESR- and Lumirror™-covered
bars will determine how specular and diffuse reflectors maintain n-
𝛾 discrimination information. EJ-276 scintillation light from scattered
neutrons and gamma rays was recorded with the same Pixie-16 digitizer
used in the earlier setups, and the PSD was tested using the charge
comparison method (CCM) [30]. By measuring the total and partial
(tail) integral of each signal and calculating the ratio between the two
integrals, neutron events can be separated from gamma-rays events.
This approach is further improved by calculating the geometric mean
of the ratios from the left and right detector:

𝑟𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 =
√

𝑟𝐿 × 𝑟𝑅.

Fig. 12. Two-dimensional histogram of 252Cf neutron time-of-flight measurements
plotted against the light response in the EJ-200 stop detector. The inset shows a
projection of the gamma-ray peak onto the ToF axis. ToF resolution, 𝛥𝑇 𝑜𝐹 , was
determined to be 518 ps from a Gaussian fit to the gamma peak. The ToF data
are shown here with no offset to account for inherent timestamp differences between
START and STOP acquisition channels.

Fig. 13. Two-dimensional histogram of the time difference between PMT signals from
opposite ends of a 254 mm-long ESR-covered bar of EJ-276. Inset: Projection of the
two-dimensional histogram on the time axis. A Gaussian fit to the distribution yields
axial timing resolution 𝛥𝑡=552 ps.

CCM has previously been determined to be optimal when using a
high-bit-resolution digitizer [31].

Using the 252Cf source and a 5 cm block of lead to attenuate the
large gamma-ray flux, the waveforms from each bar were digitized
and tail to total integral ratios were calculated. Fig. 15 shows the
PSD plots for bars covered with Lumirror™ (a), PTFE (b), and ESR (c)
with figures of merit (FoMs) [30] being calculated between 400 and
500 keVee. The FoMs for the Lumirror™, PTFE, and ESR bars were
0.820 ± 0.012, 1.042 ± 0.016, and 0.977 ± 0.015, respectively. The
difference in FoM between the PTFE-wrapped and Lumirror™ covered
bars shows the optical adhesive worsens PSD capabilities. Of the two
possible prototype reflective coverings, ESR was better at maintaining
PSD so further tests of EJ-276 segments were only done with ESR
reflective layers.

8
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Fig. 14. Two-dimensional histogram of 252Cf neutron ToF versus light response in the
ESR-covered EJ-276 stop detector. The inset is a projection of the gamma-ray peak in
the ToF spectrum and has 𝛥𝑇 𝑜𝐹=538 ps (50 keVee threshold). The ToF data are shown
here with no offset to account for inherent timestamp differences between START and
STOP acquisition channels.

7. NEXT prototype

ESR-covered EJ-276 segments were shown to meet NEXT design
goals, leading to the assembly of 48 × 50.8 × 254 mm3 segmented
detectors. An individual segment or cell is 6 × 12.7 × 254 mm3. A
whole detector has 4 × 8 scintillator cells, shown in Fig. 16, the higher
segmentation being along the direction of incident particles. A full
NEXT prototype is made up of one 4 × 8 segmented scintillator coupled
to Hamamatsu H12700A position sensitive PMTs (PSPMTs) [26] on
each end of the segmented scintillator. The H12700A PSPMTs have
an 8 × 8 segmentation (6 × 6 mm2 anodes), each anode having an
individual readout and a readout for each dynode. A Vertilon PSPMT
Anger Logic interface board (Model SIB064B-1730) [32] was used to re-
duce the position sensitive readout from 64 individual position signals
to 4 position signals, one at each corner of the SIB064B-1730 resistive
network, and a single readout for the last dynode. This substantially
reduces the total number of required DAQ channels.

The scintillation position is reconstructed using the weighted av-
erage of the 4 corner resistive network signals based on their respec-
tive integrated signals [13]. Fig. 16 shows the reconstructed scintil-
lator segmentation using the Anger Logic position measurement of
the PSPMTs detecting scintillation light produced from 60Co gamma
rays. The PSPMT common dynode signal is connected directly to the
acquisition and used for all timing and PSD analyses. The scintillator

Fig. 16. The top figure is an image of one end of a 4 × 8 segmented scintillator. The
bottom figure shows the reconstructed cells using the position sensitive signals from
the Vertilon interface board. A single column is outlined by the red rectangle in the
bottom figure. The detector is always arranged such that the higher segmentation is
along the incident particle flight path for the best position and timing resolution.. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)

cell-dependent analysis calculates neutron energies on a segment-by-
segment basis using reconstructed high-resolution positions for the
particle flight path.

Fig. 15. Two-dimensional histograms of the CCM PSD for three different types of outer reflective layers.

9
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Fig. 17. Time-of-flight resolution for a single NEXT prototype column (outlined in red
in Fig. 16) using a collimated 60Co source at a flight distance of ∼44 cm. The Gaussian
fit to the distribution shows the time resolution is 525 ps (30 keVee threshold).. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)

Fig. 18. 252Cf neutron energy spectrum as measured with the NEXT prototype using
the segment-dependent analysis (blue). The red line shows the expected neutron yield
with a 100 keVee detection threshold. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

7.1. Time-of-flight measurements

To measure the prototype time-of-flight resolution for a single col-
umn (as outlined in red in the bottom of Fig. 16), a collimated 60Co
source was used. Fig. 17 shows the ToF distribution for a single 6 mm
column. From a Gaussian fit to the distribution, the ToF resolution is
𝛥𝑇 𝑜𝐹=543 ps after applying a 30 keVee threshold. Once the prototype
was established to have ∼500 ps ToF resolution for a single column,
a proof-of-principle neutron energy measurement was made using a
252Cf source. The source was placed ∼44 cm from the front face of the
prototype. The neutron yield, shown in Fig. 18, was calculated using
time-of-flight and high-resolution-position information. Using the PSD
information shown in Fig. 19, a cut was applied to select only neutron
events. The data were fit with the Watt equation (red line in Fig. 18)
using fixed Mannhart parameters [24]. An additional multiplicative
factor was also used to scale the fit to the data. The disagreement at
low neutron energy with respect to the fit is likely due to a stringent
detection threshold in simulated efficiency data which was folded with
the Watt equation.

Fig. 19. PSD from the common dynode signal of the PSPMT. The distribution has
been corrected by adjusting the gamma-ray portion to have no linear dependence
on light response. The inset shows the PSD projection in the light response range
of 400–500 keVee. The FoM for this energy range is 1.08 ± 0.02.

7.2. Neutron-gamma discrimination

The PSPMT single photon response is different than that of the fast
timing PMTs used to initially test EJ-276 and is not uniform across
all anodes in PSPMT. This response affects the overall pulse shape,
potentially affecting PSD capabilities. PSD can only be calculated using
the dynode signals as the four position signals lose n-𝛾 information after
passing through the resistive network. Fig. 19 displays the prototype
PSD capabilities using the CCM, the inset showing the PSD projec-
tion for the same energy cut (400–500 keVee) used in the single bar
reflective-layer tests. In this energy window, the FoM is 1.08 ± 0.02.
The NEXT protype does not show any noticeable effect on PSD due to
segmentation or multi-anode readout.

8. Monoenergetic neutron tests

NEXT’s defining characteristic is high-precision, position-dependent
timing correlations. When neutrons pass through the segmented de-
tector, there is a non-negligible amount of time taken to traverse the
thickness of a single column. Therefore, ToF measurements for monoen-
ergetic neutrons should correspond to the position within the detector
the neutron interacted, i.e., the average ToF for each successive column
should shift by the time it takes a neutron to traverse a single column
thickness. In order to benchmark the timing-position correlation for
the NEXT prototype, monoenergetic neutrons were measured at the
University of Kentucky Accelerator Laboratory (UKAL).

8.1. Experimental setup at UKAL

At UKAL, monoenergetic neutrons are generated with 3H(𝑝, 𝑛)3He,
2H(𝑑, 𝑛)3He, or 3H(𝑑, 𝑛)4He reactions. An in-depth overview which
describes the neutron production and energy selection at UKAL can
be found in Ref. [33]. The 3H(𝑝, 𝑛)3He reaction was used to gener-
ate neutrons with energies in the 0.25 to 1.5 MeV range, but only
∼1 MeV neutrons will be discussed below as an example of NEXT’s
position-dependent timing characteristics. Subsequent publications will
discuss observed ToF distribution shifts at other energies and any
energy-dependent position timing correlations.

NEXT was positioned behind stacked copper, polyethylene/lead,
and paraffin/lithium carbonate collimators and aligned at 55◦ with
respect to the proton beam direction, corresponding to 1.03(3) MeV
neutrons. Neutron ToFs were measured as the difference between the
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Fig. 20. Mean ToFs for each segment from simulated 1.03 MeV neutrons, mimicking
the UKAL experimental setup using the NEXTsim framework. The dashed red line shows
the expected position dependence of the ToF measurements for 1.03 MeV neutrons.
The error associated with each point is the statistical uncertainty in the mean of the
Gaussian fit to the ToF distribution for each segment.

HRT of the proton beam pickoff signal upstream of the tritium target
and the average HRT of the dynode timing signals from the NEXT proto-
type. Specialized XIA LLC Pixie-16 firmware allowed the acquisition to
be run in triple coincidence mode [34], requiring a start signal (proton
beam pickoff) and two stop signals (left–right dynode timing signals)
within a pre-determined coincidence window.

8.2. Simulating ToF propagation

Ideally, the shift in the mean of the ToF distributions for each
successive column along the neutrons’ trajectory would be constant.
A simulation replicating UKAL NEXT measurements was completed
to provide an estimate of the detector response to ∼1 MeV neutrons.
1.03 MeV neutrons in a cylinder beam with radius 25.4 mm were
simulated along a 3.08 m flight path to the front of a NEXT prototype.
Only 1.03 MeV neutrons were simulated because the neutron energy
distribution of the NEXT UKAL setup has not been fully studied. Using
the full NEXTsim capabilities (GEANT4 interactions and photosensor
response), neutron ToFs from the simulation were calculated and the
mean of each column’s ToF distribution was plotted against the column
number corresponding to the reconstructed photon CoM, as described
in Section 3.4. In doing so, a position map similar to what is shown in
Fig. 16 can be made using simulated data and the same position criteria
applied to experimental data can also be applied to the simulated data.

Fig. 20 shows the expected prototype position-dependent timing
behavior when detecting ∼1 MeV neutrons. In order to plot the sim-
ulated data on the same scale as the experimental data shown in
Fig. 21, the data points have been shifted so that the ToF-axis offset
of the first-order fit is zero. The same methods used to make cuts on
the resistive network event positions in the experimental data were
used to determine the column ID from optical photon center-of-mass
calculations in the simulated data. The error bars on the data in Fig. 20
are the statistical uncertainty in the mean for each column. 1.03 MeV
neutrons traverse a single cell thickness (6 mm in simulations) in
0.429 ns based on neutron ToF calculations, represented by the dashed
red line. The average shift in the mean ToF per column (𝛿𝑇 𝑜𝐹 ) is equal
to the slope of a first order polynomial fit to data. The first row in
Table 1 shows the shift in ToF per column, 𝛿𝑇 𝑜𝐹=0.415 ns, extracted
from a linear fit to the simulated data.

𝛿𝑇 𝑜𝐹 from the simulated data agrees with the calculated 𝛿𝑇 𝑜𝐹 within
∼3%, but the data are not well described with a linear fit. This de-
viation is largely due to neutron multiple-scattering effects. Events

Fig. 21. Plots showing the ToF shift per segment for each prototype: EJ276-10 (green),
EJ276-05 (red), and EJ200-10 (blue). Data shown correspond to ToF measurements for
∼1 MeV neutrons. The data have been shifted such that the ToF-axis offset of the linear
fit to each data set is zero. Errors are calculated as the combined uncertainty of the
statistical uncertainty in the mean and the timing variations between the four rows
in a single column. The black dashed line represents the expected 𝛿𝑇 𝑜𝐹 based on ToF
calculations for 1.03 MeV neutrons.. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1
Slopes from first-order polynomial fits to simulated and experimental ToF data for
1.03(3) MeV neutrons, yielding 𝛿𝑇 𝑜𝐹 in

[

𝑛𝑠∕𝑐𝑜𝑙
]

. The three prototypes used to collect
experimental data were the 10 inch long EJ276 prototype (EJ276-10), the 5 inch
long EJ276 prototype (EJ276-05), and the 10 inch EJ200 prototype (EJ200-10). The
NEXTsim slope was calculated from a simulation of the EJ276-10 prototype.

Prototype 𝛿𝑇 𝑜𝐹
[

𝑛𝑠
𝑐𝑜𝑙

]

NEXTsim 0.415 ± 0.018
EJ276–10 0.439 ± 0.013
EJ276–05 0.402 ± 0.013
EJ200–10 0.424 ± 0.010

where a neutron scatters more than once in separate scintillator seg-
ments are more likely to have reconstructed positions in the inner
segments. The ToF vs. column relationship should be linear for all
single-neutron-scatter events. This relationship becomes non-linear in
multiple-scattering events at the inner segments due to the delayed
arrival time of photons from subsequent scatters. In-depth NEXTsim
simulations will be used to correct for these effects in experimental
data.

8.3. Experimental results

To demonstrate the feasibility of NEXT, analyses were completed
for ∼1 MeV neutrons detected in three different segmented NEXT
prototypes: EJ276-10 (10 inch EJ-276 4 × 8 array), EJ276-05 (5 inch
EJ-276 4 × 8 array) and EJ200-10 (10 inch EJ-200 4 × 8 array). For
1.03(3) MeV neutrons, the mean of the ToF distributions should shift
by 0.429 ns for each successive column. By making the appropriate
position cuts, the mean ToF for each column was extracted using a
Gaussian fit to 1.5𝜎 width for the ToF distribution maximum. 𝛿𝑇 𝑜𝐹 for
each prototype was determined from a first-order polynomial fit to the
average ToF vs. column ID data shown in Fig. 21. To ensure the plot for
each prototype lies on the same scale, each data set was shifted such
that the ToF-axis offset of their respective first-order fit is zero.

The 𝛿𝑇 𝑜𝐹 values from the fits for each prototype are shown in Ta-
ble 1. Overall, each detector exhibited the expected position-dependent
timing characteristics, with a clear shift in ToF measurements from
column to column and a similar higher-order behavior over the linear
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fit also evident in the simulations. Future publications will contain
results from continued analysis on this data set as well as other ToF
data acquired for different neutron energies.

9. Summary

After extensive development guided by simulations and single-bar
tests, a NEXT prototype has been built with 4 × 8 segmentation. The
NEXT concept seeks to improve neutron energy measurements in time-
of-flight configurations using simple position-sensitive readouts and
economically feasible scintillators with neutron-gamma discrimination
capabilities. The prototype meets design goals with a 6 mm layer
thickness and 548 ps time-of-flight resolution. The position-dependent
timing relationship was validated through analysis of 1.03(3) MeV neu-
tron ToF measurements using the NEXT prototypes, showing clear shifts
in the average time-of-flight between successive scintillation layers. A
proof-of-principle neutron energy measurement was made using fission
neutrons from a 252Cf source. The measured neutron yield matched
the expected distribution based on GEANT4 prototype simulations,
further validating the segment-dependent energy calculations. SensL™
J-Series SiPMs successfully measured gamma-ray times-of-flight with
approximately 500 ps timing resolution, validating SiPMs as potential
detectors for future development of small-scale ToF arrays. While NEXT
is still in the prototyping phase, it will be continually updated to
incorporate further advancements in n-𝛾 discrimination for solid-state
scintillators and position-sensitive photodetector technologies.
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